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INTRODUCTION
The HX8, high-power hornloaded point-source fullrange 
speaker was designed for installatioin, tour and portable use, 
where a compact format in combination with high SPL and a 
controled dispersion pattern is a must. 

HX8 is Avaliable in two versions:
1) passive bi-amplified, with a dedicated passive crosso-
ver network bewteen the MF and HF, and active crossover 
between LF and MF. using two channels on an external Prop-
hon DSP-systems amplifier with FIR filters
2) Active, with built in powersoft amplifier modules and a 
powerful DSP with four presets for different usage and setups. 
the built-in amplifiers consists of three modules with a total 
power of 3000W, divided into 1500W + 750W + 750W, with 
phasecoherent FIR-filters

HX8 is the perfect choice for rental companies, event compa-
nies, medium sized bands, installation in live performance sta-
ges and in the club environment, due to its relative compact 
size, controled dispersion, long-throw and high SPL- output. 

In combination with the Cardioid subwoofer B18HPC, the HX8 
forms a powerful portable or fixed installed sound system for 
high end live performance or for club music.
where several configurations are avaliable, from the smallest 
with one B18HPC and one HX8 on each side, to two B18H-
PC and one HX8 on each side stacked, up to three B18HPC 
stacked on the sides with two HX8 on top, forming an extre-
mely powerful groundstacked  sound system for live perfor-
mance and club events.

Furthermore, the HX8 comes with 8 x M10 flypoints for instal-
lation and for using the rigging hardwares.

FEATURES
► 3-way, hornloaded point-source
► Active version with built in amplifiers and DSP
► Passive bi-amplified version with external amplifiers
► 141 dB max SPL
► 105dB overall sensitivity
► 50Hz - 19kHz frequency responce
► 2 x 8” Neodymium woofers in Dipol configuration
► 6,5” Neodymium midrange woofer mounted on horn
► 1” driver with 1,7” Voice Coil mounted on horn
► 1 920W continous power handling
► Controled dispersion pattern of H90 x V60
► 

APPLICATIONS
► Compact portable sound system with subwoofers
► installation in live performance stages 
► Installation in club and music facilities
► Fullrange speaker
►The rental and event industry

HX8 on 35 mm.speaker pole with Tiltable bracket for   Tiltable bracket for installation 
B18HPCA active cardioid subwoofer mounting on speaker pole Using clamp, hook or M10 bolts
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HX8(A)
Fullrange 3-way, hornloaded point-source loudspeaker

Active and passive versions avaliable

Recommended systems DSP-amplifiers with FIR filters and dedicated presets

Model HX8 (A)

Design 3-way, point-source, hornloaded, bassreflex
- Avaliable in passive, bi-amplified version, using external 19” DSP systems amplifiers with 
Prophon presets, (using 2 channels)
- Avaliable in active self-powered version with built-in amplifiers and DSP, 
with 1500W + 750W + 750W class-D switched mode powersoft amplifiers modules.

Components LF: 2 x 8” high power neodymium woofers with 2,5” VoiceCoil, mounted in C.C.C (Common 
Compression Chamber) with dipolar dispersion pattern and linear phase coupling.
MF: 6,5” neodymium driver mounted on constant directivity horn.
HF: 1” driver with 1,7” VoiceCoil mounted on constant directivity horn

Power Handling LF: 2 x 700W cont. 
MF: 400W cont. 
HF: 120W cont.
Overall: 1 920W cont.

Sensitivity, 1W / 1m. LF: 105 dB
MF: 105 dB
HF: 108,5 dB
Overall: 105dB

Impedance LF: 2 x 8 ohm = 4 ohm
MF/HF: 8 ohm

Max SPL (calculated) 141dB
Frequency responce 50Hz - 19kHz
Dispersion
Weight
Dimensions

H90 x V60
32 kg.
H670 x W400/280 x D470                        

System setup passive The passive version uses two DSP channels, with seperate individual settings, EQ, 
FIR and crossover, recommended amplifier: P41200DSP (4x1500W) or PX4DSP 
(4x5200W) Presets avaliable in the on-board DSP´s.

System setup active The active versions features three built-in amplifiers with sepreate EQ, FIR 
and crossovers, with four different presets
1) Live fullrange
2) Music fullrange
3) Live with HP-filter@90Hz
4) music with HP-filter@90Hz

Extended information 
active version (HX8A

Input power 90V-250VAC
switched mode power supply with class-D amplifiers
on-boards DSP with four presets
1500W + 750W + 750W powersoft amplifier modules
balanced XLR input / link out
Volume potentiometer for adjusting gain

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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